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Lexical sophistication

“selection of low-frequency words that are appropriate to the topic and 
style of the writing, rather than just general, everyday vocabulary” 

(Read, 2000:200)



Sampled corpus
English Humanities Science Total

Year 2 Literary 88 88

Non-literary 219 77 296

Year 6 Literary 139 139

Non-literary 237 86 156 479

Year 9 Literary 181 181

Non-literary 243 97 68 408

Year 11 Literary 60 60

Non-literary 307 44 22 373

Discipline Totals 1,474 304 246 2,024



Sampled Corpus

Schools Writers Titles Words per text

Year 2 5 147 46 69

Year 6 7 180 64 221

Year 9 12 364 72 282

Year 11 9 137 78 335

All year groups 24 828 258 234



Part 1: Word frequency



Previous research

Approach Increase No increase Context dependent

Words on/not on high-
frequency list

Finn (1977); Olinghouse & 
Leaird (2009); Sun et al 
(2013)

Malvern et al (2004) Lawton (1963)



Previous research

Approach Increase No increase Context dependent

Words on/not on high-
frequency list

Finn (1977); Olinghouse & 
Leaird (2009); Sun et al 
(2013)

Malvern et al (2004) Lawton (1963)

Mean word frequency Crossley et al (2011)
Grades 9-11



Frequency distribution within a text



Log frequency distribution



Mean log frequencies across years/genres



Conclusions 1

Overall word frequencies do not vary across genres or year groups (!)



Mean log frequencies by POS

Adjectives Adverbs

Year: t(1738)=-4.51, p<.0001
Genre: t(1738)=3.34, p<.001*

Year: t(1743)=-2.45, p<.05
Genre: t(1743)=3.93, p<.0001*

* Random intercepts for text topic

Year: t(1764)=-5.49, p<.0001
Genre: t(1764)=6.76, p<.0001*

Verbs



Non-lemmatized tokens by POS
Nouns

Year: t(1765)=3.40, p<.0001*

* Random intercepts for text topic



Typical Year 2 texts: use of nouns

Non-literary
I am writing to you about the sea turtle
because they are not safe. People like 
the fishermen throw nets in the sea and 
if turtles get stuck in them they will 
ILLEGIBLE_TEXT die. Also that can 
happen to other animals in the sea and 
at the beach. People throw pollution in 
the sea but they are hunted for their 
shells and they're killed just for their 
shells. They've been alive since the 
dinosaurs were alive and hunters can 
kill them…

Literary
One day on a stormy, wet, cold, 
morning Rosie saw her first red fairy. 
She looked up and saw a magical fairy. 
She let the red fairy in the house. After 
playtime the more Rosie looked the 
more book fairies she saw in the sky but 
no one else noticed them. Rosie went 
into the Institutionname class room and 
in the trays she found a map to 
fairyland.



Typical Year 11 texts: use of nouns

Non-literary
At the start of the play when the 
inspector is hinting at the accusation
that the family is responsible for the 
death of Eva Green. Sheila immediately 
questions the inspector. Saying "you 
talk as of we are responsible". This 
comes across childish and it's as if it's 
almost impossible that they are related 
to the incident. Before that when 
Gerald is proposing to her, a big 
moment in anyone's life, she doesn't 
seem to take it very seriously. 

Literary
The monotonous, shrill screech of the 
alarm clock brought me to my senses, 
as I wearily stumbled out of my bed and 
into the bathroom. A shroud of 
darkness lingered outside, accompanied 
by the persistent patter of rain. As I 
looked through the window, dark clouds
slowly circled around, menacing and 
patient. I caught the 7:21 train on 
platform 3, like I do every day and the 
familiar scent was oddly welcoming.



Typical Year 2 texts: use of verbs 

Non-literary
Dear Romeo. I am going to drink a 
special medicine but I will sleep for 2 
days. Here is the plan. Oh Romeo 
didn't leave any poison for me. Then 
we can get married. Juliet loves
Romeo and wants to marry him too 
so they decided not to fight. But 
Juliet's family thinks that’s Juliet is
dead. Romeo heard that Juliet is
dead. Romeo is so upset.

Literary
The creatures of the glittery blue sea 
loved their home. The glittery blue 
sea was covered with fishes, corrals, 
sea fish, starfish and seaweed. The 
corrals were as purple as a flower. 
Everybody lived happily together. 
That was until the bad mermaid 
Emilia arrived. She travelled on her 
own.



Typical Year 11 texts: use of verbs

Non-literary
"Good evening ladies and 
gentlemen", he announced. "We're
tonight's entertainment". Carelessly, 
he shoved food into his mouth.  
"Where's Harvey Dent" he shouted, 
spitting shrimp everywhere. Using
his arrogant personality, the Joker 
tries to intimidate his audience. 
Grabbing a civilian's face because he 
wasn't threatened by him. 

Literary
I repeated my investigation, because 
it helps me to compare my results 
with other results, also to see if I had
any anomalies in my answer, so I 
would get a more accurate result. 
This meant I could work out the 
mean by adding all my results 
together dividing by the number 
there is, ignoring all my anomalous 
results creating an accurate result.



Conclusions 2

• We need a more nuanced model of lexical sophistication
• POS appears to be an important variable
• Log frequencies beat counts



Part 2: Appropriateness



Lexical sophistication

“selection of low-frequency words that are appropriate to the topic and 
style of the writing, rather than just general, everyday vocabulary” 

(Read, 2000:200)



Previous research

Increase Increase at some ages

% Greek/Latin words Corson (1985)
Ages 12-15

Berman & Nir-Sagiv (2007)
11th grade > 7th grade
7th grade = 4th grade

% Academic words Sun et al (2010)
Ages 8-10



Quantifying appropriateness



Quantifying appropriateness

271,066



Quantifying appropriateness

271,066

46,399/271,066 = .17



Word 
Form

POS Spoken Fiction Magazine News Academic

the article .17 .20 .20 .20 .24

shuddered verb .01 .90 .06 .02 .01

reflectivity noun .00 .00 .02 .00 .98



Academic Fiction

Year: t(826)=-4.86, p<.0001
Genre: t(1194)=-11.98, p<.0001
Year x Genre: t(1194)=-7.19, p<.0001*

Year: t(826)=7.32, p<.0001
Genre: t(1194)=-3.23, p<.0001
Year x Genre: t(1194)=10.63, p<.0001*

* Random intercepts for writer



Conclusions 3

• All school writing moves towards a more ‘academic’ register.
• But children also develop greater register-awareness.
• Relatively simple quantitative techniques can track this development.



General conclusions

• Frequency data are reliable indicators of vocabulary sophistication in 
children’s writing
• But we need to develop more fine-grained models
• Immediate issues:
• Alternative reference corpora
• Role of repetition
• Collocation (a proxy for accuracy?)



Thank you!

p.l.durrant@exeter.ac.uk
phildurrant.net

@Growing_Grammar
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